
And this is the crux of the point I wish to make. Set "bi" represents con-
cretE THINGS while set "I" permits us to extend our thinking to v!hatever limits we 
are capable. If we teach youngsters that +4 and 4 are identical, just because it is 
too cumbersome to always identify the positive sign, we are setting the stage for 
confused thinking later on. 

For example, let's take absolute values. The absolute value of -4 is 4. 
Now if 4 is in set I, then of course -4 = +q; Enough said. 
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Probably each of us in our role as a teacher has been confronted by an 
anxious student inquiring about some of the math we teach. f'.ow many times have 
each of us heard: 

Why are we taking this stuff? 
What's it good for ... sir? 

I would be the first to admit that we can't justify everything we do c,:ZZ 
t1aF time. To explain how a specific topic in mathematics "fits" into the scheme 
of things is often difficult. The student must trust that what we are doing day 
by day in the math classroom is useful, is relevant, and is needed for tcday's 
activities as well as for tomorrow's. Unfortunately, fen many students tomorrow 
never comes. The students then become parents, and the cycle of asking "L~~'hy are 
we taking this stuff" is continued, here are certainly many indications that there 
is concern about the curricula we teach. Many studies have been and are being 
completed in both the United States and Canada to ascertain "!hat should be the 
math curricula?" Unfortunately, to predict the content, the skills, or even the 
methods needed at some future date is difficult. If you listen to the experts and 
read the journals, you soon would develop a complex about vrhat we are not doing in 
the rr+ath classroom, but thank goodness far the so-called new math. u!e have in it 
at least a scape-goat. We have seen the headlines "New Math has failed: Back to 
basics:", and now we have a replacement for the new math, the BTB (Back to Basics). 
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4:'hen the "New f~~ath" was in vogue, each person you talk:ed to had a different "under-
standing" of what the "flew i~1ath" was: There were the Set-nera-math followers, 
the Base-nera-math followers, the Structure-new-math followers, and so forth. 
(I apologize to those new-e~ath groups not identified at this tune). The parents 
iuentified new Wrath from another point of view. They only saw what their chil-
dren brought home; sets, ar~d words, commutative, associative, distributive, 
inverse, base 2, base 8, third base - to nacre afew - soon the scene is set for 
the BTB to be formed, and the parents are willing to join. 

These days, I am I~;earing rr:ore anc~ mere: of the CTE, kut I thir:f: ghat before 
v;°e change ~-~~e need tc decic'e "r~laat az--e flee ~~as'es." Parents whose e; perience vrith 
math was almost corrplet:Ely computation, evaluate a new program or curriculum accord-
ing to their backgrounds. U!e must ask.: are tV~re basics solely relates' to computa-
tion? I think net, ftio one would disagree that "the old basics" are essen.tiai, 
but there arF "new basics" tiat parents as ac'ults use in +,.i-,eir everyday living, 
and which need to be dealt with. The cor~putation content, se familiar to many and 
part of the ''happy Days _=yndrome" tc returr, to basics, is net by itse'f suitable 
even far toda.y's v,~orld, let alonE tomorrcv:'s. h?y ruin concern it not teat the ETB 
wants charge (ir~prrwement, or whatever), but that they ar_.pear to wart the pendulum. 
to swim? back to a "shut-up: ~~!o-this" curriculum, b<~sed on computation.'• tye can't 
afford to have the pendulum swing k~ack t;oo far. Everyone v!ill basically acree that 
computatior.ai skills are important ar~d basic to the students' mathFinatical develop-
ment, but to stop there would short-change our students. Before tl~e BTB make 
the same errors as the iJew P1ath groups, they (there are probably more than 
one) should decide what tfre basics are: 

I v:ar:t to help the ['Tf' b,y afferir:g the follov~inr suggestions. (These sug-
gestions could he addFd to the computational platform already advocated by the ETP. 
A little review is useful here: 

BTB = a group of persr_,ns who want to return flack: to Basics.) 

1. Stcrder.ts wart us to be accountable. 4'e should have some reasor~ak•~le explana-
tion or justification for "tlhy are we taking this stuff?'° If we were to 
previdE examples cf applications for the present curriculum, some students 
and parents v~ould be partially satisfied. To tell a student he is taking a 
topic because he needs it for next year's math is a vreak argument. i-lany 
topics have applications, not only to satisfy the present questions asked by 
students, but also to provide a foundation for their future study of tyre 
topic in next year's math class. There are at present at least five studies 
that are looking at the curriculun; from this point of view. Flopefully, the 
results of these studies will be expressed in practical terms anc' Eventually 
made available to practising teachers. A~~;?ications shou"l a'. he basic to and 
evrricu? wr, . 

2. In our everyday living, we are never given "neat problems" solved in a 
"neat way" that result in a. "neat solution." Areal-life problem requires 

lA description of the "shut-up: do this" curriculum was in a speech delivered 
by Eric P~acPherson of the Faculty of Education, University of Manitoba at the Annual 
Meeting of the Paational Council of Teachers of Mathematics in Denver, Colorado, 
April, 1975. 
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us to sort out the useful (needed) information from the extraneous infor-
mation. Do we ever give students problems that contain more information 
than is really required to solve the problem? kill our students ever be 
given a prck;lEr-~ to solve when they enter the "4rorlc± of work" for which the 
"boss" provides only the informatior. that is necessary? I doubt it: Yet 
how much off' `.his practice in solving do vYe provide our students in our 
math classrooms (if ycu do provide these types of proFlens, then consider 
this section a brief revie►~)? 7b ~ecide o77. a~hr<t i,r: crmatior. is faecessar~ 
cr r~eec~~~~ tc solve a prcr>Zem, tc: me, is rasie ski?'. How mar,v tires have 
ycu divan a problem which has a missing piece of information that the stu-
dent is to provide in order to solve the problem? (Try assigning 5 prob-
lems, east; having an essential F~iece of informatior. missing. Provide a 
second sheet that contains the 5 missing "pieces," as v;ell as 2~ other 
pieces of extraneous but closely related information). This skill will 
probatly be used more often than the skills advocated by the BTB. Without 
this skill the BTB skills are often confusingly applies' by students to 
solve problems. ( I think a rnather <ati ci an rri nht say the F.TR. ski 11 s ar•e 
sufficient, but not necessary; or is +hat ... necessary but r,ot sufficient 
... ?) 

Flowever, "let me make it perfectly clear" that we need the BTB basic 
skills once the informatior. is properly ir:terpreted and the essential computa-
tional operations decided upon. Unfortunately, "good ol~i" Euclidean geometry 
provided an opportunity for a student to "sort out" the needed information, 
but an EGID movement (Euclidean Geometry Is Cying) seems to have sprung up. 
(E GAD:) 

3. Every day, as adults, v.~e read about tre Gallup Poll, the latest statistics 
on "why we are paid mere and more but are eating less and less" anc' this 
poll and that poll. However, do we provide any basics for students to 
tackle the world of statistics? lr'e Give a brief look at the topic in Grade 
~rIII (if at all in some classrooms), completely ignore it in Grades IX and 
X, but give some hope to those who stay on ar.d finish hiclh school and stuc!y 
the topic again. (The key question here is - how many will finish high 
school?) Could these students not find the skill of working with statistics 
useful just for everyday living, and thus I;e given the opportunity to study 
the topic in Grades IX and X? Worming r~~itY:, iraterpreti.nn gnu ~~-eauiry ~.tat-
istics is a basic skill. Statistics permeate too much of our everyday liv-
ing to be ignored as they have been in our mathematics curriculum. l~~e are 
shortchanging our students by not ~eachirg this skill. Continuously through 
Grades IX and X we are especially shortchanging those students who do not 
reach Grade XI. 

c. How many students have asked you "Is this right?". How many are completely 
lost if they cannot find the answer at the hack of the bock? Students 
should be taught (and taught and taught ...) to know how to check that their 
answers are reasonable. To knoza~ the ans>~~er is  reascnable is a basic ski-Z'.. 
A student must by Grade XII "feel" whether the answer is reasonable. The 
"boss" does not assign problems vrith the answer at the back of the book. 
Teaching this skill partially can be accomplished by providing students 
vrith skills of approximating, estimating, as well as decision-making. Too 
often students are given problems that have "neat" answers. The following 
problem about a corn roast seems trivial at first, but when it was assigned 
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to Grade VIII students, it introduced the need to make decisions. 
"How much rvould it cost our class tc go en a r_orn roast?" 

The students list the assumptions, and make decisions to arrive at the cost 
of going on tl+e corn roast. I have assigned this prok.~ler.~ to teacher croups 
and have hoc' to referee arguments, as well as to impose a maximur~ time limit 
or" i5 mir?utes because the prorlern, altr;ough Simple in appearance, Can be 
ccrrplex in finding a "reasonable" solution. The solution: Hill eventually 
i r.vol ve ansr~~ers to these questi cns 

!There are v:e going? How ~!c we get there? Co v;e take dri nb;s? Dc we need 
salt, butter, napkins, pepper, and so on, anc" so on? 
These are lout a few of the problems hidden in arriving at a "reasonable" 
price fora "reasonable" corn roast. 'hat's your answer? 

F'roblen;s suitable for different: yrar'e levels should be a.~ssic~nec to develop 
ar;~' strengthen: this basic skill "I~ n~y ansr,;er ~~F~ason,able?" 

I am srlre many teachers already provide students with a variety of strategies 
for "starting" to solve a problem. Twill never forget whet; I posed a prcb-
ler; tc a class anal get the immediate re~:1y, "4!e haven't +aken that yet . . . 
sir:" 4!e all remember too well the conplete flanks lent for sem~e problems 
tackled by students writinc exams. Some students freeze as sacn as r~~e say 
"word problem," and rill sit and look, but really do nothing to "start" the 
problem. Teaehi.n~ stuc~Erts tc "sketch" type problem cr rnc<ice a. ciiagrar- t:a 
1..el.p them solve t12c ~:meb_'.em is a b~s~'~^ skill that r.ecrs to be emphasized 
ecrtirzualli+. ~~"any proF~lerrs have peen solves b<< "doodlers." Gften a prob-
lem is solved by "doing" something rather than "~;~aiting" for an inspira-
tion. !1 blank page prcvidns very little inspiration (but 'here are excep-
ticns,cf course. 

My list of recommendatiors to the ETF~ is not exhaustive cr complete. Each 
of us has probably many other recommendatiors to add, but we d-; have to make 
recommendations. 

There is much going cn in curriculr.m~, development as well as studying i-:ow 
students learn. The process is painstakingly slovr. Studies are being, conducted 
or, developing the problem-solving zbilii;ies cf our students. 1111 .you need to de 
is name a problem ir. education today, and there is probably a study going cn son~e-
vdhere investigating the problem and formulatin5 a solution. 

Curriculum development is progressing, but to a new teacher tre educational 
scene must appear confusing. I once heard a description of curriculum+ development 
that seems to describe the present scene. The scene opens in the cockpit of a 747 
(big bird). Une pilot remarks to the other "N!e seem to be in a fog." The other 
pilot remarked, "Yes, but z".~e are making headway." The evidence, as valid cr invalid 
as we wish to make it, seems to indicate that there are problems in cur curriculum, 
and different pressure groups are making it kr:o~,;n that our present curriculum is 
not making head►vay. Students do not want to be shortchanged, nor do v;e want to 
shortchange them. They want to be able to understand "why we are takir.q this stuff;" 
and perhaps their reoccurring guestion might indicate a weakness in cur curriculum. 
bie are so over-preparing, for the future that we ago neglecting the present. L~!e do 
have to have informed consumers. 6-!e do want them to use Math in their everyday 
living (accurately too:). U!e do want our students to be mathematically literate 
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